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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

by Rema Radhakrishnan

The Ramuni Paniker Trust was initiated more than 20 years ago by my aunt
Mercedes, from Spain. Instituted in her father’s honour, my late great-uncle Ramuni
Paniker, it is committed to promoting education amongst Kerala’s most talented
and needed youngsters. Carefully cultivating and nourishing the deep connection
she felt with Kerala, she and her family have created this lasting legacy that builds
another bridge between Spain and Kerala, the two worlds loved by Ramuni and his
daughter, Mercedes Paniker.

It is a joy to note that 60 students from Kerala have availed of the Ramuni Paniker Merit Scholarship
Programme this year, financial support in recognition of their talent and that shall support their families’
economic wellbeing. Most of them will follow higher education studies, and it is heartening to see that seventy
percent are girls.
I would like to thank all our partner institutions, trustees and donors for contributing to yet another successful
year and look forward to continuing this meaningful engagement. I am also deeply grateful for the leadership
extended by my Paniker family in Spain who steer the institution. Wishing us all another year of creating
opportunities for students of Kerala.

INTERCULTURAL EXCHANGE
The RPT acts as a catalyst to facilitate educational and
cultural activities that bring closer together the two worlds
of Ramuni Paniker: Kerala and Spain. In January’20, Albert
Pelach participated at the Kerala Literature Festival, in
Calicut beach, and gave a talk on “The Panikers: a
Malayalam-Catalan family saga”. It was also a good occasion
to discuss opportunities to promote translations of books
from Malayalam into Spanish/Catalan and vice-versa. On
that fifth edition of KLF, Spain was the guess country and a
number of other activities were organized in conjunction
with Institute Cervantes (New Delhi), Acción Cultural
Española (Madrid) and Casa de la India (Valladolid).

Our purpose
Established in 1998 by the late
Mercedes Paniker, the Ramuni
Paniker Trust honours the
memory of a talented student
and entrepreneurial Malayalee
who established himself in
Barcelona (Spain) more than a
hundred years ago, eluding
British repression against Indian
freedom fighters.
The objectives of the Trust are:
To link he two worlds of
Ramuni Paniker, Kerala and
Spain, promoting cultural
exchange and intercultural
relations.
To provide higher education
opportunities
to
young
talented
students
from
Kerala’s rural areas and
economically weak families
through the Ramuni Paniker
Merit Scholarship Programme.

On January 21st 2020 a very fruitful meeting took place at
Gurukulam School in Alathur with the objective to carry a
pilot project “school-to-school” whereby this school will
twin with a Spanish school, at higher secondary level, to
share common activities during the next academic year in
order to learn from one another.

BSS Gurukulam school Principal and teachers with RPT Trustees
discussing new project proposal at Alathur (Palakkad).

Kerala
is the southernmost part of India, on
the west open to the Arabic see (more
than 900 Km. of coast), on the east the
Western Gahts separates it from Tamil
Nadu. A surface of 38.800 Km2,
population of 34,5 million (2017), thus
one of the highest population densities
in the planet, language: Malayalam,
climate: tropical wetland.

RAMUNI PANIKER MERIT SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME
A total of 60 scholarships were awarded the academic year 2019/20:

The RPT works directly with three institutions, plus the individual trustees, for the selection and
monitoring of the students. Rajagiri Outreach, a respected NGO linked to Rajagiri’s School of Social
Science, works with volunteers and field workers all over Kerala on community and child
development. The Ramuni Paniker Merit Scholarships represent a continuity of their education
sponsorship programme, at the higher education level.
Reviewing progress with Rajagiri Outreach Director,
Meena Kuruvila and Higher Education manager
Ranjith KU

Cooperative College of Arts and Science in Olavakode is a
local institution in Palakkad which subscribes to a syllabus
from the University of Calicut. NSSKPT is a Vocational Higher
Secondary School in Ottapalam offering specific technical
training in electronics and biomedicine. In addition, a few
students proposed by individual trustees are also sponsored
at the final school years before entering College.

Students at the Institute of Printing and Government Polytechnic College in
Shoranur receiving their RP merit scholarship on January 21st 2020, in the
presence of their academic supervisor Asha Mudeli.

“This scholarship has been very
helpful for me and for my family, it
has helped pay the fees of my
education at Cooperative College. My
ambition was to become a teacher,
and I am now teaching at MEY school.
Thank you to the RPT for this
opportunity which represented a
turning point in my life.”

Aswathy M, B Com student at Cooperative
College Received a scholarship her three
years of study (2013/14 to 205/16)

board of trustees
The Board of Trustees held its annual meeting in Ottapalam on January 22nd, 2020. Subsequently
the Spanish Delegation Board met on the 4th of March also to discuss and approve the annual
report.

Members of the Board of Trustees paid homage to Honorary President KPS Menon, who chaired the
Trust since its foundation in 1998 until 2010, and to Radhakrishnan, who used to attend the annual
meetings accompanying his wife Rema, both of whom passed away in the course of 2019. Their
support and contribution to the RPT is recognized.

This year’s scholarships were
distributed just before the
coronavirus crisis developed,
afterwards it has perturbated
the end of the academic year,
particularly final exams have
been postponed. The RPT
supports
all
efforts
to
prioritize the health of the
population and it will continue
working for the enhancement
of culture and education
based on values which make
us all more respectful of each
other.

FINANCES
The RPT continues to draw resources from the Paniker family
endowment fund, from several donors in Spain and interests
accrued from its own funds, using Canara Bank’s Ottapalam
branch as its operative office. In Spain funds are channelled
through Triodos Bank in Barcelona.

How to contribute
· Tell us about your initiative to undertake a cross-cultural activity, artistic, cultural or
educational, which also fits the purpose of the Trust
· Donate
o Individual: every 100 euros allow us to support one student with a scholarship one
year
o Corporate: we have more ideas than resources, please contact us if interested in
educational and cultural projects linking Spain and India
· Be part of our network to help us communicate and to reachout
Contact:
e-mail: info@ramunipaniker.org
website: www.ramunipaniker.org

